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CLOSING FUTURES PRICE SUMMARY 12.11.15 

 CH16 CN16 CZ16 SF16 SH16 SX16  

This week $3.7525 $3.8475 $3.9600 $8.7075 $8.7375 $8.9025  

Last Week $3.8150 $3.9275 $4.0325 $9.0600 $9.0800 $9.2400  

Weekly Change - $0.0625 - $0.0800 - $0.0725 - $0.3525 - $0.3425 - $0.3375  

After a strong close to last week, follow through buying failed to 

materialize this week.  Soybeans took the biggest beating, down 

over 23 cents on Monday.  Corn futures briefly tried to work 

higher before falling off sharply on Monday and sideways the 

balance of the week.  Ultimately, the fundamentals the world 

markets are not friendly grain prices, capping any gains.  A big 

US crop in the bin, a large projected South American crop, 

combined with stagnant world demand lead to stale prices.  Fund 

short-covering is the only reason we see any rallies at all.   

Argentine politics grabbed some headlines this week, with the 

new president taking office on campaign promises of lower taxes 

on grain exports.  Now that he is in office, President Macri is 

indicating change will be slower than anticipated, putting the 

market back on edge as to when South American producers will 

sell grain.   

Locally, basis is steady on corn but getting weaker for beans.  

General consensus is that grain will move en masse from the 

producer after the first of the year.  Should this take place, this 

flush of grain could push basis lower very quickly.  Be cautious 

moving forward, but be proactive as well.  Give us a call to 

discuss pricing targets and have offers working to help avoid 

missing your goals, especially as we move through the busy 

holiday season. 

This Material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS Rochester and should be considered a solicitation.  The information contained in this presentation is taken 

from sources which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by us as to accuracy or completeness and is sent to you for information purposes only.  There is a risk of loss when trading commodity 

futures and options.  CHS Rochester bases its recommendations solely on the judgment of CHS Rochester personnel. 

Check current cash bids:  http://www.chsrochester.com/grain/cash-bids/ 

Corn: 

March corn futures were unable to hold 

the gains from last week.  Looking at 

the chart, it is fair to say we are still 

range-bound, now at a lower range 

versus a month ago, roughly $3.65 to 

$3.85.  It is very likely that this trend will 

continue unless we see a new demand 

outlet materialize.  Spring planting and 

the annual acreage debate could spur 

some minor price fluctuations, but in 

recent years it has been rather minimal. 

Soybeans: 

January soybeans also tried to follow 

through on gains from last week, but 

the excitement quickly faded Monday 

morning.  Exports have fizzled and the 

world is awash in soybeans.  Processor 

margins are getting pinched as well.  All 

tolled, very little to support soy prices so 

look for the trend to continue sideways 

with a lower bias.  
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